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ABSTRACT
The general method of amplification by periodically quenching an
unstable system under the influence of an input signal is investigated
by the use of mathematical calculation, digital computation and experi-
mental verification. This type of amplification, of which superre-
generation is just one specialized form, is specifically analyzed for
electrical systems which can be made unstable with time invarient elements.
Specific results from the investigation of a system described by a first
order differential equation reveals the physical realizability of an amp-
lificatory mode of operation having unusual selectivity responses. The
experimental realizability of this system was accomplished by the develop-
ment of a special form of dynatron using characteristics heretofore not
exploited. Specific results from the investigation of the system described
by a second order differential equation revealed fundamental selectivity/
gain limitations for the linear system, a limitation which can be overcome
by the use of a time varying regenerative cycle. Both systems demonstrated
the capability of having a very high voltage and power gain throughout the
audio and radio frequency spectrum. Finally a theoretical and experimental
study of the characteristics of the superregenerative hiss (noise) is done
in sufficient detail permitting two realizable systems to be developed,
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The method of electrical amplification by periodically quenching
an unstable system that is under the influence of an input signal was
first recognized by Armstrong in 1922 (1), and is known as superregeneration,
Since then it has not enjoyed any great popularity except during World
War II where it was exploited to a degree (2) , and with radio amateurs
where it afforded a simple means of obtaining a high degree of receiver
sensitivity at the very high radio frequencies. The purpose of this study
is two-fold: first, to investigate the general type of amplification- of
which superregeneration is just one form; and second, to analyze in depth
certain characteristics of these amplifiers which are of particular interest
in the real world.
The first forementioned study area recognizes the fact that con-
ventional radio frequency superregeneration is actually the result of
having an unstable electrical system that is periodically sampling an
input signal and being reset to a rest condition where it again can re-
sample a new input signal. By appreciating the behavior of the general
differential equation
. • • • dtd^t a.a. = e(t), o-d •<
under certain coefficient constraints that tend to make the system
described by this differential equation unstable, an understanding of the
sampled unstable amplif icatory mechanism can be had. The second study
area analyzes the characteristics of the random noise and the gain versus
selectivity characteristics of conventional superregeneration in a linear

mode of operation. In addition, possible solutions to the objectionable
noise and poor selectivity features of the conventional superregenerator
are discussed, these features being the principal deterrents to its com-
mercial exploitation. One solution to the noise problem has resulted in
an issuance of a United States patent (3) . In addition to the two main
areas of investigation, other minor areas are reported on which resulted
as an outgrowth from the experimental work. These areas are the charac-
teristics of a special form of dynatron and the exploitation of the change
of quench frequency in a superregenerative detector.
The areas of investigation are segmented as follows:
a. Chapter Two discusses in detail the degenerative mode of super-
regeneration, defined here as a system that can be described by a first
order differential equation. Both linear and non- linear parameters are
analyzed, augmented by the extensive use of the digital computer for
computation and graphical presentation.
b. Chapter Three discusses the circuitry and the results of the
experimental verification of many of the modes of operation analytically
investigated in Chapter Two. Use of a special form of dynatron was
necessary for this verification, which with its associated circuitry al-
lowed an oscillographic pictorial presentation of the performance of the
degenerative superregenerative amplifier.
Co Chapter Four is an extension of Chapter Two where now the second
order differential equation is investigated. The regenerative underdamped,
critically damped, and overdamped cases are analyzed for gain and se-
lectivity features. Again both analytical and digital computer computation
methods are used for presentation.
do Chapter Five is an extension of the results of Chapter Four for
-2-

those parameters which are associated with conventional superregeneration.
The selectivity vs. gain features for the linear mode are analyzed along
with the resultant changes that take place if a time-varying resistive
element is used. The possibility of increased selectivity vs. gain for
a given sampling period under this time varying mode of operation is
analyzed and pictorially presented. Finally the nonlinear resistive
system is investigated with mathematical and pictorial presentations.
e. Chapter Six, similar to Chapter Three, is the discussion of the
circuitry and the results of the experimental verification of many of the
modes of operation analytically investigated in Chapters Four and Five.
f. Chapter Seven investigates the nature of the random noise or
characteristic hiss of the conventional superregenerative amplifier.
After an analytical speculation of its envelope distribution, the resultant
noise spectrum is analyzed.,
g. Chapter Eight describes the experimental verification of the
speculations of Chapter Seven along with the development of an operational
circuit that allows for the feature of squelch operation of a superre-
generative circuit.
h. Appendix A is a brief description of the particular computer pro-
grams used in this dissertation along with a listing of the essential fea-
tures of the various subroutines
„
io Appendix B discusses the behavior of the special form of dynatron
used for the experimental work of this dissertation. Experimental com-
parison between a conventional dynatron and the special form is performed
and pictorially presented.
jo Appendix C describes another possible form of squelch operation
for superregeneration that takes advantage of the change in quench fre-
quency of a self quenching superregenerative detector/amplifier with a
-3-

change of incoming signal level.
Finally it is appropriate to mention that throughout this dissertation
the possible influence of microscopic nonlinearity on the basic macroscopic
behavior of a system is ignored. One such example of this microscopic non-
linearity would be the current versus voltage behavior of a carbon com-





2. 1 Basic First Order Considerations
The fundamental behavior of a periodic sampling system that is
electrically unstable during part of its cycle of operation can be
conceptually appreciated by studying the linear first order differental
equation
eCt) * a(t)a + Jkt)
(2-1)
where its general solution can be extracted by a well known method (4)
resulting in
M - P 7™ V™ C&A* De ^^ , (2-2)
J Mr.)
where D is determined by the initial conditions of a given system. If
e(t) is a step function, zero before time (t) = 0, and E afterwards and
if a(t) and b(t) are constant after t = 0, a particular solution to
equation (2-2) can be had that lends itself to a physical interpretation,
whereby associating the term q(t) with electrical charge, E with voltage,
a(t) with inverse capacitance in farad (C ), and b(t) with electrical
resistance in ohms (R) , Figure 2-1 becomes the physical reality. When
the initial conditions are such that at t = 0, q = then the solution




demonstrating the possibility of the charge being very large, dependent



















It will be of interest to study the circuit of Figure 2-1 as to
the ratio of the output voltage across the capacitor (E ) to the input
voltage. This ratio, which is the voltage amplif icatory factor (K ),
can be realized by noting that q is E times the capacitance of C.





and by letting o^, equal to a/b,
-oCt
| - £ (2-4b)
Figure 2-2 graphically represents this ratio or gain factor for both
positive and negative oi~t
,
where time is always considered positive.
Both positive and negative gains are possible, the negative gain meaning
a polarity reversal in the output voltage as compared to the input voltage,
It is noticed that for increasing negative o(X , the gain of the system can
become very large. It is this possibility of a very large gain, which is
still under the control of system parameters such as the input voltage,
that is the basic motivation for this study of unstable amplifiers. Al-
though the forementioned behavior is very elementary in nature, its system
behavior will well characterize the theoretical and operational behavior
of the common second order system counterpart, the r-f superregenerative
amplifier, along with having unique features of its own.
To complete the understanding of the potential operational capa-
bilities of the previously described system, here to fore to be called
the first order system since it can be described by a first order dif-
ferential equation, another measure of performance can be introduced,
that is, power gain. The power gain of the system (K ) for the fore-
mentioned system can be analyzed by recognizing that its input energy
-7-
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(W. ) supplied by the source is E times the net charge discharged during
a period t. This can be expressed as
-£***•UJ^ = \ t i&dt. (2-5)
Likewise the output energy (W ) stored in C, energy which can be made
1 2
available to do work, would be
-^q /C, where q would be the net charge
added to C during the period t. The energy supplied or absorbed by the
other element in the circuit, that is R, would be the difference between
the energy in C and the energy supplied by the source. As it will be
seen, both the source and R can be suppliers or absorbers of energy, and
as was done in the case of voltage gain, it will be beneficial to evaluate
the power gain (K ) of the circuit for both positive and negative pCT „
Again using the initial conditions of t = 0, q = and E switched into
the circuit at t = 0, the input energy becomes, using equations (2-3) and
(2-5),
IaU= ( £<U = E
%
tr**Jt - tt(l-e ), (2-6)
Jo » x n
while the output energy becomes




Since there is a common time involved for both the input and output
energies, the ratio of the energies is also the ratio of the powers





Figure 2-3 is a graph of the power supplied or received by the three
elements of the basic circuit, while Figure 2-4 is a plot of the K
of the system both as a function of positive and negative pCt . From
Figure 2-3 can be observed the peculiar behavior of both the source
and R ascKJt becomes negative, where now R becomes a source, and the
source becomes a sink for the energy. Figure 2-4 shows the relation-
ship between the value of o(X and K , where for negative »Ct the power
gain can become very large but negative, the negativeness reflecting
the fact that the input source has now become an absorber of energy,
that is, it is being charged „ It is important to appreciate that even
though the source eventually absorbs power, it can still control the
power output capability of C. In this particular system of constant
parameters, the amplification factor is also independent of the input
voltage or power.
With this basic understanding of the behavior of the first order
system it is desirable to evaluate how the system could be utilized in
an engineering application This can be accomplished by having the
system periodically reset to an initial condition of no charge in C and
letting the cycle of unstable operation start again under the influence
of a given input voltage. If power amplification is desired, such as
having the charge perform work as part of a servo system or driving an
acoustic transducer, this requires the energy stored in C at the time t
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preferably without resistive losses which would distract from the net
power gain of the entire system. If only voltage amplification is de-
sired, then all that is required is that the charge, therefore the vol-
tage across C, be periodically discharged through a shunting resistive
device across C. After this discharge is performed and the discharging
device is disconnected allowing the voltage to build up again across C
under the influence of the input source, the cycle of operation would be
repeated. It is tactically assumed here for this argument that this re-
petitive operation is such that the input source can be considered con-
stant during the unstable period.
If the input voltage is instead very slowly varying, that is, slow
enough so that the impressed voltage is nearly constant during the un-
stable portion of operation, then the voltage across C is still a direct
function of the input voltage and the system will have for a low fre-
quency alternating input source the output envelope following the input
envelope. Figure 2-5 represents a few cycles of operation of such an
operation with both the input and output voltages portrayed. One method
of having the circuit shown in Figure 2-1 behave as portrayed would be
to repetitively have the connecting switch open and the shorting switch
connected across C during the discharge time, then have the connecting
switch closed with the shorting device open during the unstable period.,
It is necessary to assume that the remaining voltage on C be discharged
down to a small enough value to be inconsequential as compared to the
input. If this does not occur, there will be a coherency existing be-
tween envelope developments which will swamp out the effect of the in-
put source. This can be mathematically appreciated by analyzing equation











TYPICAL OPERATION OF A SAMPLING FIRST




existing across C. Equation (2-2) now becomes
(jtt)= EC h-(l-%L)e~*
Ch < 2 -9 >
and when o^t is negative and large, the unstable case of interest
where K and K can become large, this equation approaches
-XX
> -- v (2-10)
<£&)= e (fl»-FC),
and the output voltage across C becomes
-0tt
- (2-11)
fo« A c (Fc-E),
where E is the voltage that exists across C at t = 0. Unless E is
magnitudes larger than E , E will swamp the input source causing co-
herency to exist, normally an undesirable mode of operation. This effect
is often observed in normal r-f superregeneration when the quenching, ie.,
discharging, operation is incomplete and leads to a condition of very poor
sensitivity.
Another consideration of the basic circuit is the fact that if during
an unstable period the input voltage is not constant, the output at the
end of an unstable period is more dependent on the earlier presented vol-
tages. A simple example of this can be had by considering a symmetric
square wave of magnitude E and duration t as an input during the unstable
portion of circuit operation. Assuming the positive voltage preceeds
first and utilizing equation (2-11) the voltage across C at the end of the




and with oCC& can allow the second portion of the input voltage to
z
be subliminal. This type of behavior can be exploited to allow for in-
creased selectivity in conventional superregeneration, and is discussed
in Chapter Five.
Finally, all the considerations so far mentioned have assumed that
eC and t were constant. It is possible to have circuitry where O^ or
t which are functions of some controlling source. If the frequency of
variation of the parameters is low enough to allow it to be considered
constant during an unstable period, and if a constant input voltage is
maintained, the output voltage is exponentially dependent on O^X . it
will be shown later that it is possible to make such a system operate in
a manner that will have certain desirable characteristics. Even though
the general problem of time varying parameters is not simple, there is
one set of circumstances that can be physically realized and also adapts
itself to easy interpretation. If the value of C is made dependent on
an input source, such as a capacitor microphone under the influence of
acoustical pressure, and if the changes of capacitance are linearly de-
pendent on pressure then the total C of the circuit becomes
C = Co + JleX
,
(2-13)
where C is the steady state capacity, p is acoustical overpressure and
o
k is a proportionality constant. Defining 0<o = 1/RC and having the
permutations of C small compared to C , ©< can be rewritten as
± ,4 1 -..goJl-^l (i
16-

Now the gain of this system will be defined as the change of the output
voltage as compared to a change of acoustical pressure. Assuming that
°^tT is large and negative allows equation (2-11) to be used, and by
defining E, as the steady state output voltage when no modulation occurs
and E. the output when an input pressure occurs, then the change of out-












With the condition given of small permutations of C, and with




~pr~ then E 9 - E. becomes
O
(2-16)
which states that for small enough permutations , a linear relation exists





and even with the restriction of kp <(<[ C , it is still possible to
have a large gain by having negative o(ot. large or E large. A similar
result occurs if a modulated resistance such as a carbon microphone is
placed in series with the negative resistance.
2.2 The Frequency Dependency Of The First Order System .
With this background on the behavior of the first order system in
unstable operation it is desirable to develop its frequency response.
Assuming now that the input source voltage is of the form E cos ( CO t + 9)
and that all the elements are still constant, at least piecewise, then
equation (2-2) becomes
att) « c \e _E_ cos (uiz+b) it + De ^ (2 _ 18)
J K
which becomes
ait) ~ _£ \ * cos^+^ + ^si»i(ujt46) I + ^







where D is again determined by the initial conditions. Assuming that
at t = 0, q = 0, then D has a value
(2-20)
D . _ E j sjmXHQA ,
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and the voltage across the capacitor becomes
Be ^ EfcJ suviMx^ehe stAi(e+4) I, (2-21)
and when o<L C^ O can be written as
i- -^
E « - E*e_ suA.(e+c(>) < 2
- 22a >
which for U) = 0, O=0, becomes
f 4 -?•"•** ( 2 " 22b >
agreeing with equation (2-11) for no initial charge. For a given o^
,
t, and E, it is possible to plot E as a function of Uj . Figure 2-6 is
such a plot for = with all output voltages normalized to Lt) = or
d-c. It is important to realize that while the output is not necessarily
a replica of the input voltage, such as is the normal behavior of standard
amplifiers, the output is still linearly sensitive to the magnitude of the
driving source, its frequency and its initial phase. This phase sensi-
tivity is unlike standard amplifiers and deserves further investigation.
Figure 2-7 graphically demonstrates for three different ratios of — the
normalized value of the output voltage as a function of the phase angle.
This phase sensitivity of the system holds special interest since it could
be used as a phase or f-m detector at low frequencies desirable in certain
automatic frequency control systems and the like. In addition, this pe-
culiar behavior results in selectivity curves which vary as a function of
input phase. Figure 2-8 graphs this behavior for three phase angles,
-19-
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equal to unity, where it is readily apparent that the system can have the
properties of a low pass, high pass, or even a frequency null system by
just having the cycle of unstable operation begin at different phase angles,
though the response curves in Figure 2-8 are only one part of the overall
frequency sensitivity of the system, and the basic low pass behavior as
seen in equation (2-21) as o^f©< + 00 J must still be considered.
Since it it possible to develop systems which will trigger the unstable
portion of the unstable amplifier for different phase angles, such as by
using axis crossing information, such an unusual frequency response system
could be developed.
It is appropriate here to mention the place that sampling theory
does pertain in the above discussion (5) . Sensitivity to input parameter
changes is evident from the previous discussions but it does not imply
that the system will have a coherent output for varying inputs from period
to period, unless the sampling period is such to allow a complete de-
scription of the frequency of variation of the parameter being investigated.
If for example the input source has a constant frequency and amplitude,
but a slowly varying phase parameter, then the output will reflect uniquely
the phase characteristics of the input source as transferred through the
unstable amplifier only when the sampling frequency is at least twice the
highest frequency involved with the varying phase. This concept is quite
fundamental and will be a limiting factor whenever high gain is desired
but a short sampling period demanded because high modulating frequencies
are involved with the input source.
2.3 The Regenerative First Order System With Time Varying Parameters .
The next order of sophistication in the analytical study of a first
order system would be to allow R and C to vary periodically with time,
-23-

both with a frequency and phase which could be independent of each other
and the input source, It is reasonable and desirable to eventually
assume an equation model of the form
where within the original premise of this dissertation, the particular
conditions of interest will be where R is periodically sampling between
a positive and negative value.
With this basic appreciation of circuit behavior, a mathematical
model will be developed which will allow for a more exact evaluation of
cirjtmlt behavior. Figure 2-9 is the equivalent circuit which has equation
(2-23) as its describing function. It is noticed that an additive capa-
city variance term C, (t) was chosen for it represents the additional
capacitance which would have been added if an original circuit capacity
is shunted by an external capacitive, such as a reactance tube under the
influence of a variational voltage. Normally these devices can be made
with a linear relationship between the variational voltage and the per-
mutation in the capacity if the permutations are small compared to the
static capacity of the variational device and a sinusoidal voltage input
results in a sinusoidal capacitive change. As before, the capacitance of
the system will always be considered positive. The modulation of the re-
sistive term will likewise be considered to be a small fraction of the
constant term R in equation (2-23) where R is to be studied when nega-
tive, though again if the system is to be operational it must be periodi-
cally sampled and reset as previously mentioned.
-24-

MODEL OF THE FIRST ORDER SYSTEM




The particular method of solution to be used is one that has been
described in Pipes (6) and augmented by transformational calculus. Re-
ferring to equation (2-23) it can be rewritten as
e(t) -_ \ gt) j± + R d lw f ^i(t) lm 3 (2 . 24a)
and approximated when C, is reasonably less than C by
e(0 = ( So'SiMA i-w«tt + (R. + Riw) lw , (2-24b>
where S = 1/C , and S, = C./C . Letting ~Z f(t) = the Laplace of
o o 1 1 o
v \
f(t) = F(<$), this equation becomes
E($) - !<*>' ^• +ia^^](?.wUt)+Si(t)U^JtL. 25)
V*
By defining Z(&) = R
q
+ S
q/$,X <R l (t) i < t ) + Si^ \ i ( t ) dt ) = G (S> then
(2-26a)J(5) = £(__ - 6(S)
-1
which with (§R + S ) •! defined as H(S) becomes
I(s) - H(s)Ecs) - M(5>G(s;
_________ . »
s s
By use of the Convolution Integral, the inverse transform of the equation
becomes
(2-26b)





but t (t) =
ft
\ h(t-u)e(u)du is the current that would flow if R =
and S, = 0, therefore equation (2-27) becomes
L(t)= L Ct)- \h(t-u) J j^t (u)L(u) +S1 (u.y\ij(a)dLlAuL. (2- 28)
Volterra (7) has shown that a solution to equation (2-28) is of the form
Let) = Let) - U(t) + U(t) • • m (2-29a)
where
-^
L(t) - kct-uj Rtw U-t(^ *SMu-A •JL ? (2-29b)





-I , " V
To give an example of this form of solution, the first two terms for the
system described in Figure 2-10 will be calculated under the conditions
where unstable operation exists due to negative resistance. With these













MODEL OF THE FIRST ORDER SYSTEM













for (Xot « . Likewise J^(t) becomes
-1 r











«<r+uf (S+pQ + U)3
)-)
(2-29h)
^t V^ + l*), /
-o^»t
-\
.-$ L0 a (2-29i)
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1 / >- *-
— 1 /o< f Wj.
u). o<o Ui, J
_l
-I
Therefore i(t) becomes for the combined first two terms







An integration of this expression would give the q(t) of the system with
the integration constants being determined by the initial conditions.
The presence of the exponential term and the modulating quantities reveal
the potential of having high amplification. It is appropriate to mention
here that the system could have its output taken across some resistive
load instead of the capacitor. If in Figure 2-10, part of R was an ex-
ternal load resistor, the output of the system could be considered across
this resistance, and equation (2-30) describes directly the influence the
varying parameters would have on the output.
-30-

2.4 Behavior Of The First Order System With Nonlinear Elements.
As a final consideration of the behavior of the first order system,
it is worthy to mention the effects of element nonlinearity on circuit
behavior. Of particular interest will be the effects of a nonlinear nega-
tive resistance, for it is by nature a real life consideration, though
the nonlinear capacitor is also of interest since it does occur in such
devices as semiconductor junctions.
Figure 2-lla shows a typical development of the output voltage under
such nonlinear operation where saturation occurs due to the negative re-
sistance power limitations, though the knee can be quite sharp instead
of a gradual saturation
.
This behavior is contrasted with Figure 2- lib
which is representative of a linear system. To appreciate the basic be-
havior of a nonlinear system such as represented in Figure 2-lla, it will
be assumed that a fixed &(X exist until saturation occurs. Assuming the
basic system's input voltage has a value of E
1
,
then the average voltage
across C during a regenerative phase of operation of period t is
(2-31)






































OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF A FIRST ORDER SYSTEM FOR A NONLINEAR (A)




If equation (2-31) is integrated with respect to t it becomes
IHOA
<ec ; = ij£( ?^_i).qt^y(A (2-33a)
or









where the change in average output voltage 2 VE 9V\E -./is^c^-^cl)1
\& t cy —
-
~ tme^ f u Ei - U Ez ) • (2-36)Z- \ W C | W i- IJ *
From equation (2-36), it can be seen that the dynamic change in average
output voltage is a function of the change of the logarithms of the in-
put voltage. This behavior gives rise to a logarithmic amplifier capa-
bility which has permitted the well-known automatic gain control (AGC)
operation of the superregenerative detector and offers possibilities of
a simple system of logarithmic response at audio frequencies.
The forementioned model of a sharp discontinuity in the power capa-
bility of the negative source can be expressed in another way, that is
a resistive device whose response can be defined by some appropriate
analytical expression. Following the reasoning of Herold (8) on negative
resistance devices, and of such authors as Frink (9) on superregenerators,
a nonlinear resistive element which approaches infinite resistance as the
voltage across the negative resistance is increased will be assumed, a
model appropriate for a voltage controlled device.
A particular model for the resistance to be evaluated will be of the
form
(2-37)
where the quantity E is the voltage across the resistor and J a constant.
This model approximates the basic behavior of the negative voltage con-
trolled resistive device such as a dynatron or tunnel diode. It has the
basic feature of a voltage controlled device in that as the voltage across
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the resistive device is increased, the resistance increases to infinity
until a voltage is reached where R becomes positive „ If the regenerative
first order system is considered and J of equation (2-37) is considerably
smaller than one, then the quantity E can be replaced by -q/c or -E .
Now equation (2-37) becomes
ci-N
(2-38)
This approximation demands that the basic resistance at turn-on time does
not allow an instantaneous value of voltage across R to change its initial
value from the static value, a reasonable condition with the type of
linearity dynamic range and input voltages that are normally encountered.
Now realizing that with no initial charge on C and a positive d-c input
voltage, an increasing negative charge is developed by the resistor, then
equation (2-38) can be safely written as
W =. — |\ M is negative » (2-39)
and the first order system differential equation can now be written as
-K U24- +• iL » «W ? r(t> posffive. (2-40)
%
A specific example of a solution to the equation for real values
would be to consider the case of all quantities being unity except for mL






K = -H| + (^l)pi
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where with the initial condition q = when t = requires k 1 = M and





With the original restriction that q is zero or negative only, it can
be seen that as t—»0o, q —> (M) and the boundness of q and an E is
apparent. Figure 2-lla (solid curve) is actually a graphical presentation
of this function and the exponential form becoming asymptotically stable
with time is apparent. This basic behavior of a boundness of the system's
response is characteristic of not only the first order system but of many
higher order systems where nonlinearity occurs, a common example being a
conventional LCR oscillator where the nonlinearity of the active device
limits the envelope of the oscillations in a similar manner. In Chapter
Three, it will be seen that this can be experimentally verified by the
dual of this circuit by taking advantage of the curvature in the resistive
effects of a dynatron.
2.5 Ditigal Computer Solutions For Selected Modes Of Operation Of The
First Order System .,
The numerical analysis and conceptual verification of much of the
purely mathematical study of this chapter and succeeding chapters was
accomplished by the use of numerical calculus, with solutions performed
on a CDC 1604 computer. The use of the fourth order Runge-Kutta method
to solve a generalized differential equation with a library routine known
as INTEG 1 was used. Appendix A contains a description of this program
v
along with the subroutines used for all digital computations in this
dissertation. As with any numerical method reasonable care had to be
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taken to insure that the result truly represented the behavior of the
differential equation under consideration. Normally a physical appreci-
ation of the behavior of the system along with the evaluation of the
numerical steps of sufficiently small value will insure the validity of
the results obtained by numerical methods. The potential inaccuracy of
numerical methods becomes of special concern in this dissertation where
the equations studied are normally unstable though finite sampling does
diminish this concern. In general, whenever the results remain essentially
the same even though the step size was reduced, it is assumed that the re-
sults are valid.
Since the majority of the investigations of the dissertation in-
volved more than one method of analysis the agreement of their results
were used as a reasonable proof to their validity. Following are re-
presentee computer solutions to modes of operation previously described
in sections one through four,,
A. C constant and positive, R constant and negative with step
voltage input . This case described by equation (2-3) and shown as a
circuit in Figure 2-1, is represented by Figure 2-12. The parameters
chosen here were R = one ohm, C = one farad, E = one volt, time in seconds
and an initial charge of zero. The negative exponential output voltage as
anticipated by equation (2-3) is verified.
B. C constant, R sinusoidally varying between positive and negative
values with a positive average value of resistance (incoherent operation)
and the input a slowly varying sinusoidal function with a period sub-
stantially larger than the period of the, resistive variations
»
Here the
degenerative versus regenerative phases are such to insure incoherency
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Figure 2-13 for the differential equation
-1
COS (.It) = q + (V HCQSt)
i
(2-46*)
whose behavior conceptually corresponds to that represented in Figure 2-5.
Co C constant, R sinusoidually varying between positive and negative
values with a negative average value of resistance, (coherent operation)
and the input a slowly varying sinusoidal function with a period sub-
stantially larger than the period of the resistance. This case corresponds
to the previous case except that coherency exists between sampling periods
and the subsequent loss of correlation between the input source and out-
put voltage occurs. The particular equation solved is
COS (.It) = 9 ± (-. 1 * HCOSt) dQ (2-46b)q 4- { A + o cio
and is graphically shown by Figure 2-14.
D. C constant, R sinusoidually varying between positive and negative
values with incoherent operation, input source sinusoidal with a slowly
varying phase (frequency)
.
In order to graphically demonstrate the sensi-
tivity of the output voltage as a function of phase for a given inpvt fre-
quency but with a periodically sampling system, the periodically sampling
system similar to described in B was used only the input phase angle or
frequency very slowly- changing as time progressed, slow enough to allow
the assumption it was constant during any regenerative period. The parti-
cular differential equation solved was
-I
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where E is portrayed graphically by Figure 2-15<, Each major time
division presenting 20 degree increments of input angle. The envelope
of the peaks of sampled points shows the output voltage sensitivity as
anticipated in Figure 2-7 and equation (2-22a) . As obvious from equation
(2-47), the slowly varying phase can be represented as a varying fre-
quency but constant phase.
In addition to these computer solutions of the first order un-
stable systems, computer solutions to the unstable nonlinear system
and variable resistive unstable linear system are covered in Chapter
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First Order System Experimental Verification
3 . 1 General
Before any experimental verification of the material covered in
Chapter Two could be performed, it was necessary to overcome a funda-
mental limitation that existed in normal negative resistance devices,
whether it be feedback amplifier, tunnel diode or dynatron. Except
for the tunnel diode which has the general properties of a dynatron,
the topic of devices operating as negative resistances is completely
covered by Herold (8). In general, the behavior of negative resistance
devices fall into two basic catagories, either a current controlled or
voltage controlled device . The current control devices are represented
by the arc or glow discharge tubes and the ideal amplifier connected as
shown in Figure 3-1, while the voltage controlled devices are represented
by the tunnel diode, dynatron and the voltage controlled ideal amplifier
connected as shown in Figure 3-2. Both the standard current and voltage
controlled resistive functions are shown in Figure 3-3a where a potential
difficulty in using these devices in an unstable sampling system as por-
trayed in Chapter Two can be observed. For low input signal amplification
it is necessary for the device, whether current or voltage controlled, to
have a negative resistance characteristic at low input signals without
having its effect swamped by another parameter, such as the initial voltage
or current that is required for negative resistance operation in most de-
vices. In addition, in sampling and resetting the system it is required
that no transit or change in steady state parameters be obtained which
could swamp the influence of the low level input signal , though later on


































a way to overcome this constraint. There was found one device which
overcame the forementioned objections and allowed for experimental veri-
fication of the concepts of Chapter Two. This device was obtained by
using certain vacuum tubes in a special mode of dynatron operation. The
detailed experimental study of this mode of operation is covered in
Appendix B but it is sufficient here to say that a plate characteristic
as such in Figure 3-3b was obtained with the additional capability of
having the value of the negative resistance dependent on the control
grid voltage.
It is often convenient to analytically translate the current vs.
voltage characteristics of such devices as tunnel diodes, feedback
amplifiers, so that the operating point of initial interest is centered
at the origin, where now the resistance of such a system can be con-
sidered as voltage divided by the current as long as linearity is pre-
served o As it is to be shown, this translation is electrically performed
in this dissertation by the addition of a voltage source in series with
a device which has the behavior similar to that shown in Figure 3-3b
where point b is now at the translated origin.
Referring to Figure 3-3b, if circuit voltages were made to switch
between points a and b periodically, then the device would be portraying
to an external circuit first a positive then a negative resistance without
externally influencing the system ie„, for both positive and negative re-
sistance initial points (a and b) there is not current through the device
therefore no voltage across it- One possible circuit configuration which
could exploit this feature is shown in Figure 3-4a where e. is the equi-
valent signal source, R its effective series resistance, R and C con-
stitute the load and R is the active resistance which can periodically
.49.








ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITS FOR VERIFICATION




switch between a positive and negative value. If initially a quiescent
condition exists in the circuit and at time zero an input is applied,





for a step function from zero to some finite value, and the time de-
pendent relationship then becomes
MXke )F =
The similarity between this equation and equation (2-22b) is readily
apparent, and with <X periodically varying so that incoherency exists,
the mode of operation as shown in Figure 2-5 is to be expected. The
experimental circuit used is shown in Figure 3-4b with the plate supply
generator switching between points a and b as represented on Figure 3-3b.
In the actual circuit used for the following examples, R is 10,000 ohms,
R is 100,000 ohms and C is equal to 0.5 farads. Waveforms across C for
a
small positive and negative d-c inputs are shown in Figures 3-5a and b
where their similarity to the expected exponential rise is apparent. As
the circuit was adjusted for more gain, induced hum became a serious prob-
lem and had to be amplitude and phase cancelled to prevent saturation.
This is the purpose of the grid controls shown in Figure 3-4b. After this
balance, the near random triggering by noise could be observed; an action
typical of normal superregeneration without an input signal. Figure 3-5c
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are the outputs from a 20 cps input signal at; .05 and ,20 volts respec-
tively and a system quenching (switching) frequency of 200 cps. In gen-,
eral every behavior which has been traditionally associated with normal
r-f superregeneration such as the influence of regenerative time or gain,
the linear and nonlinear modes of operation and the random noise-pulses
in the presence of no input signal and high gain adjustments, occurred
in this degenerate (first order) unstable sampled system. This behavior
is discussed in more detail in the following sections.
3.2 Linear vs NonLinear Operation
As empirically discussed in Appendix B and pictured in principle in
Figure 3-3b, there is a region of linear negative resistance characteristic
which developes gradually into a nonlinear region as the voltage amplitude
across the negative resistance is increased. As the first experimental
verification of system behavior of the circuit and schematic shown in
Figure 3-4, the plate supply generator was adjusted so that square wave
potentials were switching between points ji and b as shown in Figure 3-3b,
and a small minus d-c potential for e. injected. Figure 3-6a represents
E. for this case with a 20 cps switching rate. The exponential shapes of
both the rising and decreasing waveforms are as expected. In this parti-
cular case, there is also an asymmetric switching rate with turn on time
less than turn off time. This was done to insure little coherency between
wave trains. This coherency tendency, which is partially due to the finite
decay time of the system during turn off was eliminated by the addition
of a switched clamp across the dynatron. This is shown as a diode between
the plate and cathode of the dynatron which will forward conduct when the
switching generator goes to zero potential, but appear as an open circuit
when the generator goes positive . Figure 3-6b shows the rapid decay
-53-
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REFLECTING LINEAR AND NONLINEAR OPERATION




characteristics when the clamp was added, with all other parameters re-
maining the same. This minor addition which insures incoherent operation
will be left connected in all future experimental work done in this chap-
ter.
When the variable symmetric switching generator was now adjusted so
that the time of turn on is increased, in this case by use of the symmetric
control of the plate generator., the increased peak output and saturation
effects of the system becomes apparent. Figure 3-6c shows these effects
under operating conditions identical as before except for the increased
turn on time. The nonlinearity of the device with respect to input po-
larity was demonstrated by repeating the experimental procedures which
was done to obtain Figure 3-6b only now a positive e. was used. This
in
result is protrayed by Figure 3-6d and its different shape as compared
to Figure 3-6b is apparent.
Finally, a digital computer solution to the nonlinear problem was
done. This was accomplished by writing a series of equations that repre-
sented the circuit shown in Figure 3-4a for the regenerative mode. The











































Figure 3-7 is E for this set of conditions and the similarity to the
experimental results shown in Figure 3-6c is apparent.
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When the gain of the sampled system was increased by either increasing
turn on time or reducing the load capacitance it became very difficult to
adjust the system for no output voltage. An example is shown in Figure
3-8a for a 400 cps sampling rate and a ,05 ufd. load capacitor. The
ripple on top is due to circuit hum pickup on top of a negative d-c e^ ,
the system representing a gain of about 30 db. As the gain was increased,
and the hum balancing controls used to minimize hum input, the random
triggering by circuit noise of the system became apparent and could be
observed both on an oscilloscope and aurally when E 'was used to drive an
audio amplifier. A rushing or hissing sound could be heard, very -similar
to that which is heard in a standard superregenerative receiver*. ' Figure
3-8b is representative of this near random behavior in the presence of
no input signal.
Two experimental verifications involving the behavior of the circuit
when a sinusoidal input was used for e. were performed. Figure 3-8cin
shows E for a 15 cps e. and a sampling rate of 100 cps where care was
out in
taken to insure that with no input signal the random signal output was
symmetrically disposed, ie
.
, the turn on potential so adjusted that no
current was across R at the beginning of the cycle. The envelope of the
15 cps signal is clearly represented. In addition the distortion in terms
of peak output from the axis is clear, due to the nonlinear characteristics
of the active device. Finally Figure 3-8d represents the output voltage
when the grid of the dynatron was modulated, causing a modutated R in
addition to the quenching phenomenon. The output clearly shows the modu-
lation where here again the circuit gain was over 30 db. This mode of
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residual d-c in the circuit the form of modulated waveform can be changed
,
One advantage would be the ability to adjust the system to various levels
of output by simply adjusting the d-c bias. In certain forms of radio
transmitters this feature of clamped and/or unsymmetric output is desirable
for maximum communication capability.
Finally, a digital computer simulation of the forementioned mode of
operation with a variable resistance serving as the. input source was
performed. The equations used are similar in form to equation (3-3)
except for the addtion of a low frequency modulation of R , and a high
frequency sampling term (note equation (2-46a)) . Figure 3-9 is the out-
put of this simulation and its similarity to Figure 3-8d, is apparent.
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4. 1 Basic Second Order Considerations
With the amplification possibilities exhibited by an electrical
circuit described by a first order differential equation it would be
proper to extend the mathematical development to the second order dif-
ferential equation and its electrical equivalent, and observe its be-
havior when operated as an unstable sampled amplifier. As it will be
seen, this leads to an understanding of the standard superregenerative
amplifier. This mathematical study can be accomplished by adding one
higher differential term to equation (2-1) which leads to
e(t) = a CL + }r Jm f C <M • (4-D
Unlike the first order system, there is no general formula that
will give the solution to this equation for time varying coefficients
though it is possible to use a series solution similar to that used in
section 2.3. To gain insight into the behavior of the second order system,
equation (4-1) will first be considered with constant coefficients. By
considering e(t) as the input voltage source, a^ the series inverse ca-
pacitance, (C ) , b_ the series resistance (R) , and c^ the series induc-
tance (3J) , the circuit shown in Figure 4-1 becomes a physical reality.
In order to allow a more convenient method of gaining insight to the
behavior of equation (4-1) than by classical format, the use of trans-
formational calculus on the circuit of Figure 4-1 will be used. An analy-
sis of the circuit follows in Laplace form for -j* - 0, t = 0, reveals

















and if e(t) is considered a step function as done in Chapter Two, then
an understanding of the charge behavior as a function of the parameters








Depending on the nature of the roots of equation (4-3), the solution




<£ 0) . Equation (4-3) has as its solution
Fc = - ^ (4-4a)
where ©(, , A are. real roots to the equation S + —r— + r-r— . With
C^. , y negative, a result which will happen if R is negative, equation
(4-4a) as before can be approximated by
E - E (4-4b)
when sufficient time has elapsed. This system is conceptually similar









where o< is the real root to the equation S + —— + — . As in case
Li L.U
one, when O^ is considered negative and sufficient time has elapsed then
equation (4-5a) becomes
Ec~E*[-*te"°j. (4-5b)
This system is now conceptually similar to the conventional critically
damped RLC system except for the negative root.
1 R
2
Case Three (777" " —9 > 0) • Equation 4-3 now has as its solutionLC 4L
where again for a regenerative system after sufficient time has past can
be written as
C - C -•£* tr. \ <4 -6b >
tc ~ t/w e *l 5w(0t-f) .
s/ix/J
This system which is conceptually related to the underdamped RLC System
except for the nature of the roots is one that will be studied in more de-
tail as it has the potential to overcome the basic constraints on the mode
-64-

of operation and type of negative resistance device as mentioned in
Chapter Two.
The similarity of the exponential behavior of these three forms of
the solutions to the first order system reveals the possibility of a
system gain under a sampled situation as discussed in Chapter Two.
Representative behavior of the second order system for these three dif-
ferent cases are shown as Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 respectively. The
particular equation solved was
(4-7)%*%c > ^"i c
where C is 40. farads for case one (Figure 4-2), 4. farads for case two
(Figure 4-3) and 0.4 farads for case three (Figure 4-4).
Finally as was done for the first order system, it is possible to
modulate the exponential factor, such as through R, and influence the out-
put. With this form of modulation the second order system, which nor-
mally is required to operate at r-f frequencies with conventional negative
resistance devices, can be used for a-f amplification and, unlike the first
order system, require no special device. This is discussed in more detail
in the latter part of this chapter.
4.2 Frequency Dependency of the Second Order System.
With amplification possible under the conditions of sampled unstability
for the second order system, the frequency sensitivity of such a system will
be investigated. With an input now considered as Ecos(0t, equation 4-2
becomes
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where an appreciation of the system's response reveals that the para-
. 1 R
2
meter condition Crr- - —« ^ 0) is of particular interest. The inverse
41/














The frequency dependency of this equation can be considered the por-
tion within the first bracket and is graphically represented in Figure 4-5
for C = .4 farad, R = - 1.0 ohm, L = 1.0 henry. The characteristic se-
lectivity curve associated with the series tuned circuit can be now ob-
served, where in this case the "Q" of the system is quite low. What is
of significance is its behavior as C is decreased, the difference between
the system's amplification factor at d-c and at some point close to reson-
ance becomes greater and greater. As the "Q" of the system becomes con-
siderably over ten and the resonance frequency is raised, the system's
gain at resonance is many times greater than at d-c and the swamping effect
of the d-c permutation during the switching cycle as mentioned for the
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As a further verification of this feature, if the capacity of the
previously mentioned case becomes „0004 farad or one thousandth of that
used for the system response demonstrated by Figure 4-5, one obtains a
representative E vs time response as shown in Figure 4-6 for an input at
c
resonance. The frequency response of this particular system is shown in
Figure 4-7 where the sublimation of the d-c input compared to a frequency
close to resonance is apparent . The need for a special negative device
similar to that previously mentioned in Chapter Two is no longer needed
and conventional feedback systems, tunnel diodes and the like can be used.
It is this mode of operation which is exploited in normal superregeneration,
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With the second order system operating as an unstable periodically
sampled amplifier at resonant frequencies well into the r-f region, one
has the conventional Superregenerative amplifier. This form of ampli-
fication was originally patented by Armstrong (1) and has been analyzed
in different ways over the years by such authors as Frink (9), Ataka (10),
Riebman (11), Shaw (12) and Chang (13). Despite all of the advantages
which the superregenerator has, such as being a stable very high gain
amplifier, there are specific classical limitations which have limited
its universal use. The majority of the remaining portions of this dis-
sertation will be oriented towards analyzing some of these deficiencies
and possible solutions of them.
5.2 Selectivity Vs Gain For The Linear Mode
The voltage gain of a second order system can be defined as the
ratio of the peak output voltage to peak input voltage, where it is
assumed that the output is under the control of the input
„
This argument is similar to that used for the first order system and
the voltage gain of a superregenerative amplifier can be obtained from
Equation (4-9b) as being
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The maximum gain that can be realized at resonance is approximately
K,^ MAX




This expression reveals the dependency of maximum gain on the Q, L, C,
sampling time and the resonant frequency of operation Lu
. If the input
r-f frequency is amplitude modulated, it is normally required that the
sampling frequency be over twice that of the highest modulated frequency
to be recovered. With the linear system under the forementioned re-
strictions, the maximum gain possible for a given 1>X and a-m modulation
frequency can be defined in terms of an optimun Q (therefore selectivity)
,
Assuming a variable resistance characteristic that requires very little
time to insure coherent operation and realizing by sampling theory that
the switching period can be no longer than
t* 1 (5-5)
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(5-7b)
This restriction has in addition another restriction that has to be
adhered to, that is, the normal requirement that the static r-f bandwidth
be sufficient to allow the sidebands to be present. To evaluate the band-
width of the Q as defined in equation (5-7) and its effect on the sideband
of an a-m signal, it can be shown that it is approximately n times too
large if only a three db attenuation is to be allowed for the highest
modulating frequency. This restriction now requires that Q should be
approximately
Q (ft ^0 (5-8)
and if this is substituted into equation (5-4), the maximum gain becomes
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Kv = U3. e
< 5
- 9 >
or utilyzing equation (5-5) can be written as
tff
£
*/**** .D_ . (5-10)
This expression reveals the basic voltage gain limitation of a linear
system for a given f and f with the output taken across the capacitor.
m ,o
This limitation is coupled with the fact that the system has a basic
single tuned-circuit response that often does not give sufficient skirt
selectivity for many communication systems.
To ascertain if there is a solution to this gain limitation it was
speculated that there might be some advantage to have a time-varying
negative resistance during the regenerative cycle. Specifically, if a
system was operated for a reasonably long time under the conditions where
the maximum r-f selectivity commensurate with modulating frequency require-
ments were met, then allowed to become very regenerative ie., a rapidly
increasing exponential term, possibly the gain limitation might be over-
come. Phenomenologically, the system would be first operating at maximum
desired selectivity but in an unstable operating mode,, then allowed to
become a very high gain system with its initial conditions being the out-
put conditions of the high selective mode. Conceptual ly 9 a similar result
could occur if the resistance was continuously increasing in instability
instead of just suddenly changing value.
To verify this operating mode the selectivity curve of a linear system
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defined mathematically by the following equation was computed by digital
computer methods. This system is the same as used for Figure 4-7.
COSwt = Q - dk + do
A regenerative time of 8 seconds was used and by plotting the peak output
voltage for several different frequencies, curve a of Figure 5-1 was ob-
tained. Next, the computer solution to the equation (5-12) was done in
a similar fashion and is plotted as curve b in Figure 5-1.
It is noticed that this equation has a linearly increasing negative re-
sistance and has had its parameters so chosen as to have the same gain
and resonant frequency as the system described by equation (5-11), after
eight seconds regenerative time. The increased selectivity of this time
varying case over the linear case for identical gains and sampling time
is another way of arriving at the potential of using a time varying re-
generative cycle. The use of time controlled regeneration has not ap-
parently been exploited in the past for superregeneration and should be
considered. Experimental verification of this effect is done in Chapter
Six. In addition the time varying selectivity curve no longer has the
characteristics of an universal resonance curve. This fact has been ap-
preciated and reported by Bradley (14) and Hazeltine etc. (15).
5.3 Parallel RLC System














evaluation of the potential advantages of superregeneration, it becomes
analytically and operationally more advantageous to evaluate its parallel
dual, that is a resistance, inductance and capacitance in parallel. One
of the reasons for this is that it is nearly impossible to physically
realize an inductance without its effective parallel capacity, therefore
complicating the system analysis in a series RLC system along with the
practical consideration of electronic circuit realization. The use of a
voltage controlled negative resistance device adapts itself well to parallel
tuned circuit operation and Figure 5-2a is the circuit under consideration
where R is the effective series resistance of the system. By use of
Norton's equivalent circuit Figure 5-2a can be transformed into Figure 5-2b
where now all the resistance of the system has been absorbed into R . The
differential equation governing this circuit becomes
dk + a£ J_ + e
LC C 7
for any finite period where R(t) is the combined paralleled resistive
elements, both positive and negative, and piecewise constant. E can be
solved for by appreciating that it equals the current source times the
impedence of the system, or in transform notation
£c (s) = I(s)Ics) i































q?,= -w'^ul^o h^t^-w1^^ (5
" 15)
9 = JjL I^A cK=J
The similarity of the equation to equation (4~9b) is apparent, the
major difference being the definition of c^ which now involves capacitance
instead of inductance. As before, only the second portion of equation
(5-15) is of consequence when eCt (\0 . The conceptual amplification
and selectivity features of this system are the same as for the series
RLC system.
5 .4 Non Linear Second Order Operation
Like the first order system, the nonlinear behavior of the second
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order warrants investigation. The general nonlinear model to be assumed
will be the same one as chosen for the first order system, that is a vol-
tage controlled resistive device and with a general I vs E behavior as
shown in Figure 3-3a. If the system is biased in the negative resistance
portion of the transfer curve, it is intutitively reasonable to expect a
containment of the envelope of the oscillations to some saturation value*
the envelope similar to that obtained in the development of the first
order nonlinear system. The particular analytical approach which gives
direct insight to this behavior is one that is similar to the Kryloff and
Bogoluoloff (KB) method (16) (17) which will allow the evaluation of the
envelope of the contained oscillations for the general equation
di1 D ott (5-16)





equation (5-16) becomes the complementary equation to equation (5-13),




C RT (e)_ c
K + M (5-18)
that the quantity 1/K+Me would be the effective parallel resistance and
is a reasonable model for a voltage controlled device when K is negative
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and -1 ( M/K < 0. The KB approximation argues that the solution to
equation (5-16) is
e ^ GlStot (tut + <(>), (3
" 19a)
ck = U3dCOs(wt-f(j)) (5-i9b>
when u = 0, where a and <b are determined by initial conditions. Now a
solution to equation (5-1.6) is desired that preserves the form of equations
(5- 19a and b) but now with a and u) functions of time;, therefore a so-
lution to equation (5-16) is of the form
e = a(t) $i/n(ujt+4>(t)) . (5-20)
If this is differentiated, it becomes
5F 3? * (5
" 21)
But for equation (5-21) to retain the form of equation (5-19b), the last
two terms must be equal to zero or
St ctx < 5
- 22 >
and differentiating, equation (5-19) again results in
3P 5x T ^ 5 23)
This equation when substituted into equation (5-16) with the notation
6 = U)t+4 §ives
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Now if the degree of nonlinearity is slight, a(t), 0(t) are slowly varying
functions of time and in time 2-"/*)
»
- U)"C + (p will increase by
approximately ^M , and a and <$ not changed appreciably. For conventional
superregenerators, this has proven a valid approximation. If the right hand
parts of equation (5-26) are replaced by the average values over a range








Since it is a(t) that is of particular interest here it will be cal-
culated for the model assumed for U-J \^} Q^/ which was
C dt c at
where u.J(x,<Jk) =(jiJ(as(A!d, oleosa)










tK \wa.cos^c|^MU(r>svnecos6slel( 5 - 30 )
which when integrated becomes
ck = -JL. K + Ma (5-31)
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S - £| K'C't -j-COMstoMt (5-32b)
-
HKCt
where again it is remembered that K is negative and M is positive and
l"l> LI. If now it is stipulated that a = a when t = for anI o
initial condition, equation (5-32c) becomes
when u~^e© the right hand side of the equation approaches infinity




0. = 2. . [\K\ (5-34b)
N mi
where now the term a(t) of equation (5-16) never exceeds the value shown
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in equation (5-34a) . It is noted that as the order of nonlinearity is
decreased, that is, the ratio of K/M | is larger, the maximum peak value
is also increased as would be expected by physical reasoning. To ap-
preciate the fact that this form of analytical approach is appropriate.
Figure 5-3 is a plot of a(t) sin(6.5t) for values of K = - 1, M = . 1,
C = 1, farad, utiliyzing equation (5-31), where the trignometric term
sin(6.5t) was used as a modulating factor so that comparison with
Figure 5-4 could be done. Figure 5-4 is a computer solution to equation
(5-13) with similar parameters and a input source value so chosen to have
the envelope essentially agree with that represented by Figure 5-3. The
agreement of their envelopes justifies the KB approximation and the en-
velope similarity to that experimentally demonstrated by the first order
system (Figure 3-6c) validates the resistive model.
5.5 Conventional Superregeneration With Modulated Resistance.
If a conventional linear superregenerative amplifier is allowed to
operate under high gain conditions, the noise of the system will trigger
the system so that random pulses of oscillations will occur, similar to
that shown in Figure 3-5c for the first order system except it contains
a high frequency oscillation. Following the argument as mentioned in
Section 2-1 and experimentally demonstrated for the first order system in
Figure 3-8d, it is reasonable to expect that if the resistance of the
system was modulated at a frequency much lower than the sampling frequency,
it is expected that this low frequency permutation would show up as a modu-
lation on the output of the triggered pulses. This gives rise to the
possibility of amplification of a-f frequencies without the need of a
special negative resistance device, overcoming a limitation of the first
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Second Order System Experimental Verification
6. 1 General
In order to allow controlled experimental verification of the super-
regeneration amplifier, the basic dynatron configuration used for the
first order system was used with the addition of a parallel inductor,
where equation (5-13) is the representative expression. Figure 6-la is
a typical electrical equivalent of the expression while Figure 6-lb is
the experimental setup for evaluating the behavior of this circuit. With
typical values of R = 10,000 ohms, Ra = 100,000 ohms, C = 500 pfd.
L = 1. mh, a switching (quenching) oscillator at 250 cps with a capacitor
C. across its output, an oscillator at 30 cps for use as a low frequency
signal input, a dc bias supply, and a r-f oscillator to use for selectivity
measurements; all the derived analytical considerations for the last chap-
ter can be experimentally investigated. Unlike the first order experimental
conditions, the periodic sampling here is done by changing the grid bias,
therefore the effective value of the dynatron' s dynamic plate resistance.
This change was made in order to allow the experimental demonstration of
improved gain/selectivity characteristics for the time varied regenerative
cycle.
Experimental evaluation was begun by observing the behavior of the
output voltage (E ) under different superregenerative operating conditions
with system noise serving as an input source. Figure 6-2a is an oscil-
loscope photograph of E vs time for about one cycle of quenching fre-
quency, where the near exponential rise and decay of the envelope is evi-
dent. The input level was adjusted here for nonsaturation of the system
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operating condition with the time scale slowed down by a factor of ten
is shown in Figure 6-2b where the random heights caused by noise triggering
is apparent, Figure 6-2c is similar to Figure 6-2a except the time of the
regenerative cycle was increased until saturation occurred. Finally
Figure 6-2d is representative of the system adjusted so that the random
triggering has the envelope heights sometimes saturated and sometimes at
a very low value and is typical of the mode of operation of many operational
superregenerative receivers. The contained rf oscillations do not show
here due to the lack of definition of the oscilloscope and the time scale
chosen.
Next to be investigated was the selectivity vs gain characteristics
as a function of time varying resistive parameters in the regenerative
cycle, analytically discussed and computer verified in Chapter Five. The
experimental procedure was to obtain a selectivity curve for both the linear
and time varying regenerative cycles, maintaining identical resonant fre-
quency gains. By appreciating the fact that the negative resistance of the
dynatron increases with increase grid bias, it can be seen that if the time
constant across the quenching square wave oscillator is increased consider-
ably and the fixed bias adjusted so the resonance frequency gain remains
the same, an experimental condition exists which conceptually agrees with
that discussed in Section 5-2. Figure 6-3a shows a few cycles of grid
voltage for the linear mode where the generator is switching between about
a negative nine volts and zero volts. Figure 6-3b is this grid voltage now
for the time varying case where C has been increased from .07 to .7 ufd,
the .07 ufd capacitor was necessary for the near linear case to prevent
ringing of the tuned circuit. For the parameters chosen, the effective
period of regeneration is approximately the same except for the time vari-
ation. Though it was difficult to accurately calculate the resistive values
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for this case, by plotting the two resulting selectivity curves, the
pronounced change in selectivity could be observed and the qualitative
effects observed. Since a peak reading meter was used for relative
measurements, monitoring of the waveforms during the measurements, was
done to insure no saturation occurred. Figure 6-3c is representative
of how the pulse trains look for an input signal off resonance while
Figure 6-3d is representative for a resonance condition. Finally Figure
6-4 is a composite of the two resulting selectivity curves, the increased
selectivity for the time varying case (curve b) being quite apparent.
As a finaL experimental evaluation, a .1 volt, 30 cps input signal
to the dynatron's grid was observed with Figure 6-5a showing the re-
sulting modulation on the output with about a 30 db voltage gain being
demonstrated. A similar result was had when a carbon microphone was
placed in series with R and tone modulated. Typical of the type of
oscilloscope presentation for linear superregeneration without the pre-
sence of signal is shown in Figure 6-5b where the trace period allows
many pulses to be observed in sequence. The randomness of the output,
similar to that shown for the first order system, is apparent and when
the output of the system was demodulated and aurally observed the charac-
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When a linear superregenerative amplifier is allowed to be triggered
spontaneously by noise during the period of negative conductance, a ran-
domness of heights of the pulse train occurs. It is this fluctuation that
determines the character of the hiss in a superregenerative amplifier,
therefore an analysis of its statistical nature will give insight into
the noise spectrum and possible methods that could allow for a solution
to one of the main disadvantages of commercial superregeneration: - the
presence of an objectional hiss- like noise when no input signal is present.
The commercial desirability of such a device is evident by the many tech-
niques which have been patented (18) (19) (20) but apparently none were
found commercially exploitable. Normal squelch control systems such as
the reliance on a change of some parameter voltage with the presence of
an input signal have apparently proven unsatisfactory for amplitude mo-
dulated r-f signals due to circuit complexity and unreliability. The
one form that was commercially produced, which did happen to use the
superregenerative hiss as a form of control signal s also proved quite





In the mathematical model of the superregenerative amplifier developed
in Chapter Five, there was shown a current source (Figure 5-= 2b) . The out-
put of this current generator will now be considered as noise energy and
analyzed. This noise energy, which has as its origin such devices as shot
effect, partition effect, flicker effect and thermal effect, can be con-
sidered white noise Gaussian distributed and stationary up to a frequency
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dependent on the transit time of the device and is an instrument of cur-
rent control (here the space charge configured vacuum tube). Though it is
true that some of the above mentioned noise sources have some frequency
dependency, at conventional superregenerative operating frequencies they
are quite broadband in response. The discussion of these noise models
has been throughly discussed and evaluated by such authors as Davenport
and Root (21), Lawson and Uhlenbeck (22), Rice (23), and Schwartz (24).
A typical value of the rms voltage of modern devices will be in the order
of microvolts. Previously, the development of the gain and selectivity
models was done assuming driving signals that were large compared to the
active element's noises. This was done in order to get an understanding
of the fundamental mechanisms involved in amplification. In this section,
the physical problem is to decide on the statistical variations of the
heights of the individual pulses under the influence of noise energy, where
as before, the assumption will be that the history and influence of the
noise source before the time of the oscillatory state will not appreciably
influence the operation of the excitation of the exponential build up that
will take place.
The probability distribution of the envelope heights of such noise
through a narrow band filter has been discussed by Rice (25) and Middleton
(26) , who have shown that it to be Raleigh distributed for random noise in-
put, becoming Gaussian in distribution with decreasing variance as a super-
imposed sinusoidal input level is increased. The fact that the system is
sampling at a high repetition frequency should not affect this basic dis-
tribution effect though of course in the frequency domain it will add har-
monically related components. Figure 7-la graphically represents these two
distributions. This speculation on the distribution behavior will be ex-
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noise pulses will be evaluated for two different levels of input signal,
7.3 The Power Spectrum Of The Characteristic Hiss.
The last section discussed the amplitude distribution of the envelope
of the superregenerative pulse train,, In this section, the development of
the frequency spectrum, resulting from this envelope fluctations will be
done in a manner similar to Lawson and Uhlenbeck (27) . It was speculated
that pure random noise activation of the radio frequency pulse trains with
incoherency between pulses would result in a Rayleigh distributed, station-







where T is the quench period,, ah the amplitude of the n pulse, which






and when N becomes large, there are approximately 2N pulses involved in
the summation. The power spectrum G(f) now becomes
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which is a composite of a series of Dirac functions at n/T plus a con-
o
tinuous spectrum determined in total intensity by
[>-(<!
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which is just the power spectrum of one pulse train. As signal is added
to the system, the distribution tends towards a Gaussian distribution with
the variance decreasing as signal input is increased thereby reducing the
noise in the system.
The linearity detected audio portion of such an envelope will give a
series of outputs of nf spacing where f is the quench frequency to which
has been added a broad band noise limited in frequency only by the original
limitations and the bandwidth of the amplifier- For the investigation of
this noise in the audio spectrum, considered here to be the band of fre-
quencies below fifty kilocycles when the radio frequency tuned circuit is
in the megacycles, the bandwidth of the unit will normally be broad enough
to offer no limitation to the noise output in the forementioned region.
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Figure (7-lb) is the expected spectrum of the superregenerator for the
above conditions.
For the vast majority of superregenerative circuits the quenching
frequency is made sufficiently high to either be filtered out or be above
human hearing, the remaining broadband noise (within bandwidth limitations
of the tuned circuit during regeneration) appears as a hiss similar to a
rapidly rolling snare drum, a feature used by at least one electronic
organ manufacturer. With an incoming signal, the hiss will disappear




Experimental Verification Of Noise Behavior
8. 1 General
The experimental verification of the nature of the characteristic
hiss as discussed in the last chapter was done in two parts; the first
being the verification of the envelope height, probability distribution,
the second being the direct determination of the noise frequency spectrum.
Both parts used the operation of the basic superregenerative circuit at a
r-f frequency of one megacycle and a quenching frequency of 10 kcs. Un-
intentional hum injection into the system was a major problem in measure-
ments due to the effect that a sine wave injection would have on the dis-
tribution of the peaks of the pulses. Hum reduction was performed by using
a phase and amplitude balancing system similar to that used by the first
order system on the circuit shown in Figure 6- lb. The actual adjustment
of hum reduction was done by observing the hum modulation on the wave-
forms as they appeared on the oscilloscope and verified by listening to
the rectified output.
With the system adjusted for incoherent operation and in the linear
mode, a time domain picture similar to that of Figure 6-5b was obtained.
By recording at random the heights of hundreds of these pulses, an in-
dication of the population could be had. This data, taken randomly off an
oscilloscope screen, was placed into cells of .1 vertical divisions.
Analysis of the data revealed that the best the observer could do was re-
group the data into cells of 0.5 vertical divisions. This was found
necessary when it became apparent that resolution limitations existed dfe
to the deficiencies of the oscilloscope along with the natural tendency
of the observer to favor certain cells. Other factors complicating data
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collection were the change of system gain, caused by power line fluctat-
ions, and environment influences. The long term gain changes were partial-
ly stabilized by measuring the integrated rms value of the noise output
and adjusting the circuit parameters to bring them to a norm before a
reading was taken. Such gain stabilization problems for the linear mode
are discussed in Hall (2). Figure 8-la is a graphical presentation of the
experimental histogram of 491 samples with a smooth curve drawn through the
middle of the amplitude bins. The similarity of the shape of this curve
to that shown in Figure 7- la for a Raleigh distribution is apparent. Fi-
nally the same data taking procedure was done for the system with a r-f
input signal but with the input level so adjusted that the hiss level was
only partially suppressed. Figure 8-lb is a plot of this data and its
similarity to that shown in Figure 7-la for Gaussian distribution is ap-
parent.
The experimental verification of the audio spectrum was done by taking
the output of the superregenerator, putting it through a reasonably linear
detector and feeding the demodulated signal into a sweep frequency narrow
band receiver capable of tuning from 100 cps to 50 kcs. The output of this
unit was fed into a lossy integrator and then into a storage type oscillo-
scope for retention. The horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope and the fre-
quency of the receiver were varied in unison so that a plot of the relative
amplitude vs frequency could be had. Figure 8-2 pictorially shows the set-
up, with the filter composed of R« and C~ used only for checking the vali-
dity of the experimental setup. It was found that great care had to be
taken as not to overload the input of the receiver by the high level quench
frequencies. Even with the limitations mentioned it was possible to make

































output. This verification in part: involved observing the output of the
analyzer without 0, connected, essentially making the unit flat to fifty
kilocycles. The result is shown in Figure 8- 3a where the horizontal
division correspond to two kilocycles intervals from zero to 20 kilocycles.
The vertical divisions correspond to about two decibels over a fifteen
decibel range. The pips shown are the quench frequency and harmonics with
a ten kilocycles fundamental. Within plus or minus one decibels
_,
the out-
put is essentially flat to twenty kilocycles., which was within the band-
width of the system. To verify this result
s
C„ was connected and under
identical conditions as forementioned, the frequency spectrum was again
evaluated. Figure 8-3b is such a representation with C9 being so adjusted
so that a three decibels loss at ten kilocycles and seven decibels loss at
twenty kilocycle would exist. The photograph clearly shows the expected
trends. The choice of a ten kilocycle turnover was done to let in enough
of the quench frequency so that if the quench frequency was distorting the
input its effect would still be present. This potential distorting factor
would probably have shown as a broad band output due to overload distortion
in the receiver. Since this breading of response did not occur 3 the fre-
quency spectrum shown in Figure 8~3a can be assumed to be representative
of the superregeneration. Figure 8-3c is a similar study as done for
Figure 8-3a only with the panoramic receiver tuned over a fifty kilocycle
range so that the influence of the tuned circuit selectivity could be ob-
served, and the decrease of level at the higher frequencies is as expected.
The lack of ten kilocycle markers was avoided here by bypassing tuning the
sweep frequency receiver at these marker frequencies. Finally the sweep
frequency receiver was left constant for two minutes at five kilocycles
with the output now representing the variation of noise output over this
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decibel was obtained. Since this is the same time used for the previous
sweep times, the results of the proviously obtained results can be given
the approximate confidence of one decibel over the sweep range.
8.2 The Procurement Of Control Voltage From A Superregenerator Amplifier /
Detector In The Presence Of An A-M Signal.
As originally stated in the introduction, one of the motivations for
this study was the possibility of using the results on the behavior of
hiss (and the lack of it in the presence of signal) for the operation of
a squelch circuit in a superregenerator. This section will describe one
method which takes advantage of the knowledge obtained in the last section
in designing an operational device to use as a control signal for squelch
operation.
Even though the demodulated audio output of an a-m can be of the same
magnitude as the noise output, the voice modulation frequencies are con-
tained between 300-3000 cps nominally while the noise will have its energy
distributed throughout the spectrum. What is desired is a device which
would let as large as possible band of noise energy into a control amplifier/
rectifier but which would discriminate against the detected audio. A simple
one stage RC high pass filter could do this but the rejection below the
turnover frequency would not normally be sufficient to keep out enough of
the voice frequencies from the control amplifier to prevent it from affecting
it. Two cascaded RC stages with a 5000 cps turnover frequency was found to
give sufficient rejection to the a-m signal preventing it from activating
the control amplifier while still allowing sufficient noise energy through.
If such a filter is fed directly from the superregenerator detector's out-
put before attenuation at the medium high frequencies (10 kilocycles) takes
place due to shunting effects of capacity, a noise output dependent only on
the higher frequency band, but still substantial in voltage magnitude, will
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be developed. If now this signal is amplified and then rectified and the
d-c output used to switch on and off a gate to the output stage, or any
other stage, the circuit could be adjusted so that the controlled device
or element is activated by the change in noise voltage thus making it in-
dependent of the modulation present. As a squelch, the reduction of hiss
can be used to close the gate to an audio stage and let the signal through.
All of the above discussion did not take into account the quench fre-
quency and its effect on the control amplifier „ If the quench frequency
is high enough so that it cannot get through the interstage coupling cir-
cuits, the quench frequency is of no consequence. Unfortunately, often
the quench frequency is in the near audio range, such as around 50 kcs,
and can possibly feed into the noise amplifier and continously override
the noise voltage changes. The problem then becomes, that of developing
a band-pass filter which will prevent both the audio and quench frequency
from activating the noise amplifier. This can be done many ways but if
enough bandwidth is available, say from five to fifteen kilocycles, such
a higher frequency quench signal can be filtered easily by shunting the
coupling stages with capacity or by adding additional filters of the low
pass type. Such a complete filter is shown in Figure 8-4 which is imper-
fect but simple in form and quite reliable. This particular type of filter
was used commercially (28) and found quite adequate. Actually the output
of the filter was fed into a class B transistor amplifier which allowed the
combining of a switch amplifier and rectifier device. It is the output of
this amplifier which can serve as a control voltage for a gate. As a fur-
ther enhancement, a capacitor was placed at the output of the class B amp-
lifier which served as an integrator causing the system to be less sensi-
tive to impulse noise or peaks of modulation, though the capacitor cannot
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be too large or initial passages of modulation will be lost.
Even with the success of the system discussed above, Appendix C will
be devoted to still another scheme of control-comparable in results and
requiring fewer components operating on an entirely different principle.
The author is particularly grateful to Professor R. Murray of the
Electronics Department of the US Naval Postgraduate School for his assist-






All computer solutions of this dissertation were performed on the
CDC 1604 Computer using a common program for all calculations. The vast
majority of these computations involved the solution of a differential
equation written in state space although a few times it was used as a
convenient means of graphing data. The basic program used is a library
routine known as INTEGl at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. The next
section is a reprint of the instructions governing this program, while the
last section is a listing of the subroutines used for the graphic pre-
sentations of this dissertation.
A. 2 INTEGl




TITLE: Runge-Kutta Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations with
Built-in Input and Output Routines.
CO-OP ID: D2-NPS-INTEG1 (FORTRAN 60)








This subroutine is intended to provide a simple but moderately flexible
means for the solution of ordinary differential equations . Input, and
both print and graph output routines are built in. The integration
step size of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration can be




This subroutine is intended for use when all that is required is
the solution of ordinary differential equations with pre-determined
parameters. Although possible, it will seldom be desirable to build
the subroutine into a more complex program.
2. Program Format:
The subroutine will normally be called from the FORTRAN Library
tape by a program which is being compiled and executed under
monitor control , In this case the calling program deck must be
of the following form:
. .JOB* SMITH J BOX 777
PROGRAM TRY IT














This deck must be followed by the usual blank card and the data
cards, which will be described below.
A typical program, together with its output, is appended.
The Equation Statements:















t ) 1 = l > 2 > n °
in which the independent variable must be designated by t, and
the dependent variables by x. . The number of such equations is
designated by n, with n C 30. At this point these equations must
be written in FORTRAN language. Additional unsubscripted variables
may be used as convenience dictates, as may any of the standard
library functions or subroutines. The order of the equation statements
is usually unimportant. A typical set might read:
ERROR = SINF (C(1)*T) - X(l)
XD0T(2) - ERROR + C(2)*XD0T(1)
XD0T(1) = X(2) - 0.1*X(1)
A set of constants, c, i < 8 S is available so that parameters may be
introduced through a data card. The constant c must never be used
except as in 2., above, but c
-
, c 19 and c _ may be used as follows:
Normally, print-out will be initiated at every 20th step of the
integration, and graph points will be generated at every 5th. How-
ever, either or both may be altered by statement(s) such as:
C(ll) = 10.
and/or C(12) = 1.
The first of these would cause print-out to take place at every 10th
integration step, while the second would cause the generation of
graph points at every step. In a similar way, the integration step
size, which is usually set on a data card, can be modified through
the constant c
1
„. Note that no more than 4500 integration steps,
450 lines of print-out, or 900 graph points (per curve) can be





Any legal FORTRAN statement or technique can be used in the
calling program, provided that a transfer of control does not
prevent the processing of all relevant statements during each
step of numerical integration
. An acceptable set of statements
might be:
IF(T-10.)3,2,2
2 C(l) - 0.
3 CONTINUE
which would cause c. to take the value specified on the data
card for t<10 and the value zero for t > 10. It must be noted
that only the quantities x. and t can be output. If some quantity
other than one of the variables is to be output, it must be equated




The above auxiliary statements must be placed with the equation
statements, between the CALL INTEGl and the GO TO 1 statements
shown in the standard program format above.
The Data Cards:
a. The first data card must contain the job identification. It will
be reproduced on print-out and graphs. Use columns 1 thru 48.
b. The second card contains the number of runs to be processed,
with a maximum of 9. Use column 1. The run number is placed
on all output, along with the above job identification.
c. The third card contains the value of n. This must be right
justified in columns 1 and 2.
d. The fourth card introduces the initial and final values of t, TI
and TF, together with the step size(s), DT. The integration










or TI > TF1 —=±=—» TF
DTI
or TI £ TF
The corresponding values (with decimal points) are placed, in





The values (with decimal points) of the constants c thru c_
1 o
are placed, in that order, in columns 1 thru 10, 11 thru 20,
etc. on the 5th card. Blanks may be used for either zero or
unused constants
.
The sixth (and, if necessary, succeeding card(s)) contain
the values of the initial conditions, (x.) _ thru (x )., in thatv 1' N n
order. The format is the same as in e.
The next card controls print-out. A blank card will suppress
this output. Otherwise, up to 8 quantities chosen are specified
by entries in columns 1 thru 10, 11 thru 20, etc. In each group
of 10 columns, the first 8 contain the chosen column heading,
and the last two contain the subscript, right justified , of the
variable to be printed under the heading. Each column heading
must contain at least one character. The subscript zero (or
blank) is used to specify the independent variable, t.
The last card controls the graph output. A blank card will
suppress this output. Otherwise, up to 4 curves can be graphed.
The specifications for each curve are placed in columns 1 thru
20, 21 thru 40, etc. The first 16 columns in each group of 20
contains the graph title, the 17th and 18th contain the subscript,
right justified
,
of the Y ordinate, while the X ordinate is
similarly placed in the 19th and 20th columns. Two options
exist. Either, up to 4 separate, single-curve graphs may be
output, or, up to 4 curves on a single graph. The rules are:
(i) For single curve graphs, each graph required must be
given a title of at least one character.
(ii) For multiple curve graphs there must be only one title
(the first) of at least one character. The X ordinate
must be the same for all curves.
The graph X- and Y- scales are set automatically. Note that
the scales are the same for all curves on a multi-curve graph,
and that the scales are chosen so that all curves lie within







If several solutions of the same equations are required, it is
necessary to specify the number of runs on the data card described
in 4a., above, and to supply a data deck for each run. For each
run after the first, only the cards described in 4d. through 4h. are
required. Note that with the exception of the data described in i4a.
thru 4c, no information is retained by the subroutine between runs.
It must always be completely re-specified for each successive run.
6. Space Required: Approximately 13,000 decimal (includes DRAW)
7o Temporary Storage Required: None.
8. Error Print-outs:
The subroutine's error stops are preceded by self-explanatory print-
outs. An incorrect program or data card may, of course, generate
an error print-out from the basic FORTRAN Compiler or input routine.
9. Error Returns: None.
10. Error Stops: See 8. above
11. Tape Mountings: Logical Tape #8 will receive binary graph output.
12. Output Format:
All job identification, together with the run number and a record
of all input data, is automatically output for each run. The output
specifications for the solution are described in 4g. and h. above.
13. Selective Jump and Stop Settings: None.
14. Timing:
Variable; depends upon the number and complexity of the equations
and on the choice of integration step size(s).
15 o Accuracy:
This has a complex dependency on the actual equations undergoing
solution. It may be controlled through the choice of integration
step size(s).
16. Cautions to Users:
a. If the calling program (containing the equations to be solved)
is listed as output from the 1604, this listing, together with
the input data record, should be carefully checked for errors,







b. Too large a step size can result in unacceptable integration
errors and even instability of the integration process. The
only (moderately) safe test is to run a problem with at
least two different step sizes and then to compare the two
(or more) results.
17. Equipment Configuration:
CDC 1604 with FORTRAN 60 compiler and library. The subroutine
uses subroutine GRAPH2 to prepare the binary output for off-line
plotting on the CDC 160 with Calcomp Plotter. The 160 uses
the USNPGS GRAF PLOT Program.
D . METHOD
:
The integration is performed by the standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta





JOB*WARD J R BOX 244
PROGRAM TYPICAL
DIMENSION X(30), XDOT(30) , C(15)
C(10) = 1.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T, X, XDOT, C)
ERROR = 1.0 - X(l)














TIME 00 OUTPUT 01 VE




















DIMENSION X(30), XDOT(30) , C(15)
C(10) = 1.
CALL INTEG1 (T, X, XDOT, C)
ERROR = 1.0 - X(l)












The following 23 pages lists the subroutines used in this
dissertation, following the general instructions and concerns as
mentioned in the previous section.
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..JOB0388F, HARRIS J R 61HD B0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) ,XDOT( 30) »C( 15)
C(10)=l.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT»C)







VOLTAGE GAIN VS ALPHA*TIME
.004 7.





..JOB0388E, HARRIS J R 61H0 80X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X( 30) ,XDOT( 30) »C ( 15)
C( 10) = 1.



















. .JOd0 388F, HARRIS J-R 61HD BOX 48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X( 30) »XDOT ( 30) ,C(15)
C( 10)=1.
1 CALL IMTEG1 (T»X»XDOT»C)
X(l) = U.-2.*EXPF(T-4. )+EXPF(2.*(T-4.)




) ) / ( 2. -2.*EXPF ( T-4. ) )
1
.0







, JOB038 8F* HAR9TS J P 61HD BOXAfi
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X ( 30) ,X0OT (30) »C( 15)
C ( I ) = 1 .
i CALL INTEG1 (T,X»XD0T»C1
X(
]















..J0.80388F* HARRIS J R 61HD' 30X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
D I MEMS I ON X ( 30 ) , XOOT ( 30 ) »C ( 1 5
)
C ( 1 ) = 1 •
.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T 5 X»XDOT»C)
X ( 1 )=5INF( • 3533*T+ATANF(-1 . ) )
X(2)=SINF(. 3 533*T+ATANF(-2. )
)
X ( 3 ) = S I NF ( . 3 5 3 3 * T + A T A N F ( - . r^ ) )












..JOB0388F* HARRIS J R 61H0 BOX-48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1














+ATAMF (-1 ,/J )
+ATANF{-1 ./T )








.JO3n380F, HARRIS J R 61HD 80X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) ,XDOT( 30)»C(15)
C ( 1 ) = 1 .
] TALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT,C)














..J0B0388F» HARRIS J R 61HD B0X48 M ,
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
D I MENS I ON X ( 30 ) »XDOT ( 30 ) > C ( 1 5
)
C( 10) = L.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T»X»XDOT»C)





OUTPUT VOLTAGE VS TIM r (INCOHE^NT)
02 80.
TIME 00 A 01B
FIGUR C 2-13 0100
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. .JOB0333F, HARRIS J R 61H0 FJQX48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) , XDOT (30) »C(15)
C ( 1 r' ) = 1 .
1 CALL INTEG1 ( T,X>XDOT»C )
.









OUTP'JT VOLTAGE VS TIME (COHERENT)
.02 70.




. .JOB'.'388F» HARRIS J R 611-n B0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
IENSION X(30>»XDOT(30)»C(15)
C( 10) = 1.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT,C)
XOOT( 1 ) = (-COSF(T + . r'3V*T )-X ( 1 ) ) * ( +1 .+4. *COSF ( T ) J
















JO"0388F, HARRIS J R 61HH B0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X<30 ) >XDOT( 30) >C(15)
C< ]0)=1.
1 TALL INTEG1 (T»X»XDOT»C)
XDOT{ 1) =-xoot (2 )-XDOT( 3 )+XDOT (4)
XDOK2) =X( 1 )/C( 1 )
XDOT ( 3 ) = -X ( 1 ) * { 1 ,-X ( 1 ) *X ( ] )
)
XD0T(4)=( .0 5-X( 1 ) ) /C( 2 )

















T I M E A 1
B
FIGURE 3-7 0100
05C 06 D 07 E
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JO30388F, HARRIS J R 61HD 30X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) ,XDOT ( 30) »C( 15).
C( 10)=1.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT,C) .
XDOT(l)=-XDOT(2)-XDOT(3)+XDOT(4)
X^0T(2)=X( 1 }/C{ 1
)
XD0T(3)=+X( 1 )*( l.-X( 1)*X( 1) )*( . 5+C05F(T )+.2*C0SF( . 1*T)
)




















05C 03D 07E 08
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••JOB0388F» HARRIS J R 61MH R0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) ,XDOT ( 30) , C ( 15)
C ( ] . ) = 1
.
1 TALL TNTFG1 (T,X«XOOT,C)
XHQT ( ] ) =+X( 1 )+X(2)
XDOT ( 2 ) =-X( 1 ) MO. + l.
X(3)=X(l)/40.




OUTPUT VS TIME (OVERDAMPED SYSTEM)
001






05C 06 D 07E 08
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..JOB0388F* HARRIS J R 61HR R0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X( 30) ,XDOT ( 30) »C ( 15)
C( 1 ) = 1
.
1 CALL INTEG1 ( T , X ,XOOT »C ) .
XDOT( 1 )= + X( 1)+X(2)
XDOT(2)=-X( 1 )M. +1.
X( 3 ) =X( 1 ) /4.







OUTPUT VS TIME (CRITICALLY DAMPED)
.001 3.5







,JOB0388F» HARRIS J R 61HD POX^B
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X( 3^ )'»XDOT (30) »C(15)
C ( 1 ) = 1
.
1 CALL INTFG1 (T,X,XDOT,C)
XDOTI 1 )= + X( 1 )+X (2)
XDOT (2 ) = -X( 1 )/.4 +1.





OUTPUT VS TIME (UNDERDAMPED SYSTEM)
.0 .004 14.
T I M E A 013-
FIGURE 4-4 0300
Q5C 06 D 07 E 08
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»XDOT ( 30) »C(15)
C( 10)=1.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XOOT,C)
XDOT( 1 ) =-XD0T(2 )-XDOT( 3 )+XOOT( 4
)
XDOT( 1)= + X ( ] )+X(2)
XD0T12 )=-X( 1 ) /.4 +COSFI 10. *T )
X( 3)=X( 1") /.4
X(4)=1./SGRTF( ( 2.5-T*T } *( 2 .5-T*T )+T*T
)




NORMALIZED OUTPUT VS OMEGA ( UNDE^DAvpED
)
.002 8.
TIME 00 A 01B
FIGURE 4-5 0400
05C P6D 07E 8
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..JO30388F, HARRIS J R 61HD B0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
D I MENS I ON X ( 30 ) » XDOT ( 30 ) » C ( 1 5
)
C{10)=1.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T>X»XDOT>C)






X ( 4 } = 1 • /SORTF ( ( 2 500 .-T*T ) * ( 2 5^0 . -T*T ) +T*T
)







OUTPUT VS TIME •( UNDERDAMPED SYSTEM)
.002 7.
T T ^ F n A 1
R
FIGURE 4-6 300
05C 06D 07E' 08
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..JOP0388 r > HARRIS J ° 61H0 R0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION XOOI »XDOT (30) >C<15)
C( 10 ) = 1
.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT»C)
XDOTf 1 )=+X( 1 )+X(2)
X0OT(2 )=-X( I ) /.^oo/4 + rQSF( 50. *T )
X( 3 )=X( 1 ) /.0004
X(4)=1./SQRTF( (2500.-T*T)*(250n.-T*T)+T*T)







NORMALIZED OUTPUT VS OMEGA
.02 80.
TIME 00 A 01R
FIGURF 4-7 nA.no
n5c 060 07 F 08
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..JOR0388F* HARRIS J R 61HD 30X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
D I MENS I ON X ( 30 ) , XDOT ( 30 ) * C ( 1 5
)
C { 1 ) = 1
.
1 CALL INTFG1 ( T , X , XDOT ,C
)
XDOT( 1 ) =X (1 )+X( ?)
XDOT (2 )=-X( 1 ) /.0004+COSF( 2.*C(1)*T)
X(3)=X( 1 ) /.0004












TIME n A 1
R
FIGURE 5-1 A 300
02 r 0^0 DAE 05F
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,.JOR0388F» HARRIS J R 61H0 80X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X ( 30) , XOOT ( ?0 ) ,C< 15)
C ( 10 ) = 1 .
1 CALL INTEG1 ( T , X , XPOT , C
)
yr>QT (1 )«-X( 1 )*('.0+.210*T)+X(2)
XOOT ( 2 ) =-x ( 1 ) /.0004+COSFt 2 .*C ( 1 )*T )-. 125*X ( 1
)
X( 3)=X( 1 ) /.0on4











TJME on a 1
B
FIGURE 5-1 B 0300
02C 03D 04E 05F
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..J0B0388F* HARRIS J R 61 Hi) B0X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1




XD0T(2)=-X< 1 ) /.0004+C!OSF( 2,*C< 1
X ( 3 ) =X( 1 ) /.onn4












Tjmc or\ A 1 R
FIGURE 5-2 0300
02C 03D 04E OSF
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JOP^388F, HARRIS J- R 61H0 30X48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(30) »XDOT ( 30) »C ( 15)
C ( 1 ) = 1
.
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT>C)
XDOTU ) -- . 5*X ( 1 ) * ( -1 . + • 02 5*X ( ] ) *X ( 1 ) )
X(
2















JORn?,qpp', HARRIS J R 61H0 ROX48
PROGRAM COMPUTE 1
DIMENSION X(3C) ,'XDOT (30)»C(15)
C { 1 ) = 1 • .
1 CALL INTEG1 (T,X,XDOT,C)
XOOT( 1 ) =X( 2)+X( 3)
XDOT (2 ) =-40,*X( 1
)
XDOTO) =C( 1 )*COSF( 50. *T )+XDOT ( ] )*( 1,-.









VOLTAGE VS TIME (NONLINEAR)
.01 40.
TIME 00 ' A 01B
FIGURE 5-4 0100





Experimental verification of the first order system was complicated
until a device could be obtained which would allow for a rapid switching
between an effective positive and negative resistance value without per-
mutating the rest of the system. The topic of negative resistance devices
has been well documentated by Herold (8) for all major active devices ex-
cept for modern solid state devices, though his theoretical applications
apply even here. In normal feedback amplifiers, used as negative re-
sistance devices, there is required a change of dynamic state which would
impose a large input to the unstable system swamping any low level input
signal. An example of this would be the switching on of a feedback amp-
lifier which would impose a change in collector or plate potential, a
change which unfortunately can serve as a signal and of such magnitude as
to swamp the influence of a weak input signal. This problem of a state
change in the system does not normally affect a second order (standard
RLC) system where the system does not have the ability to amplify a steady
state signal. The method used to overcome this fundamental problem in
the experimental study of the first order system was to evaluate certain
two terminal devices, such as the dynatron, arc discharge and tunnel diode,
hoping to find the desired transfer characteristics. The initial guidance
was in the direction of the dynatron because of the peculiar behavior which
occurs when secondary emission from the plate is used to obtain a negative
resistance characteristic. This feature is not new, in fact it presented
a problem in the development of the tetrode where care had to be taken in
order to assure that the plate voltage did not go below that of the screen
voltage, otherwise a curious "knee" occurred in the plate current causing
-148-

distortion and possible unstable operation. This was one of the reasons
the pentode was developed; the suppressor grid biased such as to force
the plate ejected electrons to be reattracted by the plate. Because of
this, only certain pentodes, those with separate suppressor leads, and
tetrodes were studied for their negative resistance characteristics.
It was found that many common pentodes when operated as tetrodes
by connecting the screen and suppressor grids together and operated with
the screen potential above the plate potential would give a negative re-
sistance plate characteristic, ie., the dynatron. Figure B-la is the
plate current vs voltage of a typical 6SK7 type vacuum tube utilizing the
circuit shown in Figure B-2. When the plate voltage is lower then the
screen voltage, there can be a negative resistance characteristics but
unfortunately it demands a finite current to flow in the load resistor,
a current which demands a voltage across it that can swamp the influence
of a weak input signal. This was the normal plate characteristic that
was observed but fortunately not a universal one. Certain manufacturers
of the 6SK7, 6SJ7 and other similar vacuum tubes have a plate charac-
teristic as shown in Figure B-lb, demonstrating a reverse current capa-
bility. What is of particular interest is the possibility of switching
between two plate voltages, either which require no load current, but
differing in that one voltage has a positive resistive characteristic,
and other a negative resistive characteristic. This is what was required
for the switching mode of operation described in Chapter Two and performed
in Chapter Three.
To further study the properties of the dynatron for these selected
tubes the hysteresis behavior was investigated, thus giving insight to
the frequency limitations of the special dynatron. Here, the plate supply
-149-
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vert, =2g Dia #/diy
hor,=2o volts/dlv
B
|vg rt . =li ma . /div.
her . =10 vol t s/div.
STATIC AND DYNAMIC PLATE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE




of Figure B-2 was replaced by an audio oscillator in series with a fixed
positive potential, adjusted so that the plate voltage swung between zero
and about 60 volts. This allowed for the dynamic switching behavior to be
observed and photographed. Figure B-lc shows this for a 200 cps switching
rate where a little hysteresis behavior is apparent while Figure B-ld shows
the same except for a ten kcs switching rate which produces a rather pro-
nounced hysteresis effect.
A further investigation of the dynatron was made in to observe what
effect the grid voltage had on the plate characteristics. Figure B-3a
shows a family of plate characteristics, where the zero plate current for
each curve is shown as labeled on the vertical axis. The curves are for,
reading from top to bottom, +2 _-, 0, -2 _, -5 volts control grid bias. It
is noticed that the negative resistance value, the slope of the curve, gets
larger as the bias is increased in a negative direction. In addition, for
biases less than zero, the plate voltage at which a\zero plate current
occurs is very close to the same value regardless of grid bias over a large
range. This is shown in Figure B-3b where the four transfer curves are
transposed so that a common origin occurs for all biases. Because of this
fact the output of the sampled unstable amplifier can be modulated by
varying the input voltage to the dynatron which will cause, to a first
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A Second Method Of Squelch Control
As mentioned in section 8-2, this Appendix will delve into a second
method of developing control voltage from a parameter change in a super-
regenerative circuit. The form of parameter change considered here for
a control signal is that of the quench frequency of a self quenching super-
regenerator, where the self quenching frequency will change with incoming
signal level. This was experimentally verified and is collaborated by the
results of Younger etc., (29). The quench frequency output level at the
collector of a self quenching system was found to be proportionally high -
a typical value being 1/5 of the supply voltage. This signal and its
shift in frequency serves respectively as the power source and parameter
change for a squelch control signal.
If a high-Q series-tuned circuit is placed across the quench voltage
developed at the detector's output and tuned to approximately the quench
frequency, the output across the inductor or capacitor would approach Q
times the effective quench frequency voltage. This voltage if rectified
and filtered with a large time constant, could serve as the source of con-
trol voltage. Unfortunately, the quench frequency is often not a stable
parameter thereby limiting the sharpness of the tuned circuit usable for
voltage multiplication. Another limiting factor is the effect the series
tuned circuit has on the superregenerator itself. Considerable pulling
effects were observed when the series tuned circuit was placed at the quench
frequency. These two considerations demanded that the series circuit be
adjusted on the slope of the resonance curve, positioning it where, the rate
of change of output to input signal was still considerable. As the input
signal increases, the quench frequency will increase as a function of the
logarithm of the input amplitude (9), causing the quench frequency to rise
to a different position on the resonant curve and changing its output vol-
tage. This output voltage when rectified becomes the control signal to a
-154-

gate in the audio section of the receiver thereby allowing squelch
operation.
Figure C-l is a reprint of an actual commercial receiver utilizing
this form of squelch control and was cited by patent 3,199,031 (3). In
actual operation the squelch behavior of this receiver is such that
signals which only quiet the noise by about 6 decibels will still re-
liabily open the gate of the audio section.
•155-

Aug. 3, 1965 J. R. HARRIS ETAL
GENERATION AND USE OF CONTROL SIGNAL IN
SUPERREGENERATIVE RECEIVERS
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